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I close one eye and I’m here… I close one eye
and I’m there.
I am sitting on a carpeted floor in front
of two projections of a woman who looks like
family. I close one eye and I’m here. I close
the other eye and I’m standing in front of my
bathroom cabinet mirror, examining the shape
of my nose, the shape of my eyes, the curve of
my forehead, the coast of my hairline. I pull my
hair back and see my mother—hair tied, leaning
over a pot of chicken simmering in sauce. I run
my fingers along my cheeks, along my father’s
cheeks, feeling their fullness. The long river
of our history runs over the soft stone of my
face, shaping it into a commemoration of us. The
cabinet mirror swings outwards, and I multiply.

says, Look! That’s me too. We hover with her,
seeing his statue, a mould of his life, together.
We, who look at this statue and this woman and
see family, say, Look! That’s me too.
A river flows out of Eden to water the
garden, and from there it divides and becomes
four branches.

Yesterday, In The Years 1886 and 2017. A
drone follows the long shape of a river, licking
stones smooth into submission. A drone hovers
over a bronze statue of Jose Rizal like a fly,
a mechanic abomination of the insect, a single
compound eye in the mouth of a woman. She is
bloodless, but animated. Information flows as
currents in the long wires of her body. Her
eye sees the life of the statue all at once,
beginning when the long river of metal runs
over the soft shadow of his body, being shaped
into a commemoration of us. Paraiso the drone

The Garden of Eden was a laboratory.
A sterile petri dish colonized by flora and
fauna. We know the story of original sin as
the breaking apart of a whole, purity sullied
by knowledge, a great revelation that sent
two birds and their descendants flying,
humanity fragmented and scattered. We know
Eve was seduced to break apart, someone who
split from the purity of yesterday, to the
inherited sinfulness of today, and the future.
As punishment, the scattered fragments of
humanity dissolve back into the earth. But,
Eve cannot return to dust because she was
never made from it. She is the first cyborg: not
born from the mud of the earth but assembled
from various parts, to help Adam organize the
plants and animals into discrete categories and
keep him company. Her flesh and her sex makes
her vulnerably human in the Garden, but her
origins as a utilitarian dream, an assemblage
rather than a fetus, have already marked her
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as Other, as banished. Her sin was embodiment,
a primordial fact unlocked by eating from the
tree of knowledge.
On the seventh day, God went to rest and
cyborg Eve went to work. She roams around
green fields and rivers, a moon already
terraformed. Here is the place I once was.
Cyborg Eve, drone mama, Paraiso—what was
the sin that banished you from this place? I
try to remember: was it hunger, pain, fatigue
and fear. These are the punishments of some
distant memory of sin from long ago, a memory
that my mother and her mothers carry in their
bodies. A mother only remembers the sin she
has inherited in the garden during the pain of
childbirth. I cannot see Paraiso’s body; she is a
disembodied voice. She roams, as I do, and as my
mothers do.
Paraiso does not have a woman’s body, no
memory of sin that lies within one. She cannot
recall the alienation of naked humanity
because she was always deemed as monstrous.
Monstrous, monster, monstrum: latin for a
divine disruption, a messenger of catastrophe,
a malfunctioning of nature. An animal of
hybrid origins, parts—both living and nonliving
sutured together. I try to imagine what lies
beyond her field of vision, what her body looks
like. A black shiny eye, dangling from her chest.
Stiff legs, like a spider, with wings like razors.

No erotic curvature to trace, no skin to drape
silk and flowers over. No servile Lotus Flower,
not the exotic-erotic subject of a white gaze,
but a body that gazes back. Touch me not; for I
am not yet ascended. The gaze cannot undress
her polymer spider body. Paraiso’s eye turns to
Rizal. The colonizers made my language a sin,
my embodiment of this skin a sin. They did not
recognize our yellow mangoes or our yellow
pineapples; they ripped out the fruit that they
mistook for weeds.
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Until the single eye of the sun stops gazing
at me, this yellow will always be brown.
Touch me not. I am a monster. Instead of
the pink animated mess of muscle tissue, body
parts and organs undulating together in unholy
communion., my body is an assemblage of selves.
In the terraformed moon of home, there was no
fruit to sustain me. The sin of my language, my
skin, and my history stripped me of my autonomy,
at home and elsewhere. We were startled into
flight, made to roam outside the Garden. Many
of us settle, make home, and make families
elsewhere. A river flows out of Eden to water
the garden, and from there it divides and becomes
four branches.
Paraiso’s unwillingness to settle, to
keep still and to touch the ground, speaks

to her embodiment as a migrant eternal. She
goes to places where others like her have
chosen to stay put, at least for awhile. Her
labour is to witness and to transmit what she
sees. Paraiso herself is a utilitarian dream;
her body an apparatus—a piece of technical
equipment, a camera mounted on a drone—
working to connect us to each other, those
who have scattered from the garden and
settled elsewhere. Her function as a cameradrone and her position as a migrant are bound
up in the terms of her engineering. Cameras
are mobilized for networks of surveillance,
drones are conscripted into war, and poor
migrants are engineered by the violence of
capital and colonization. The camera’s gaze, the
weaponized drone, and the migrant keep moving
and Yesterday not only tracks these movements
but also documents the violence that triggers
these motions.
To be a migrant is to also be watchful
and be watched. The migrant’s gaze watches for
threats, reactions, familiar faces, home. The
migrant is watched for threats, compliance, the
mutable extent of their difference—whether
exotic or dangerous. Paraiso’s body is bound up
in the destructive potential of the drone, as
well as the camera’s subduing gaze. The logic
of her engineering is informed by the anxieties
of navigating whiteness as a brown body. Brown

bodies move through whiteness with destructive
potential; they are unwelcome and foreign,
bearing the weight not of their histories but of
alterity.
Meet Berlin’s Filipino Grandmama, Lourdes
Lareza Müller. She is an archivist, working
in one of the biggest libraries in Europe. Her
life holds stores of information, an organic
database. She is a lighthouse for rare
documents and visiting Filipinos, both needing
shelter from the trauma of transit. To see
family in a foreign place, their face and their
tongue say I have seen Paradise, too. I have
tasted the abundance there, the mangoes, the
pineapples. Sayote and puso ng saging. Sayote
and puso ng saging. Two euros and eighteen
euros at the department store, respectively.
Twenty euros for Paradise.
Pineapple is now a luxury. Anything that
spoils so quickly must be. The only thing she can
keep is the memory of its taste on her tongue, a
memory she carried to Berlin from Paradise. The
knowledge of forbidden fruit, the knowledge
of being Filipino in a colony, the knowledge
of irreversible hybridity, of monsters, touch
me not. This is the punishment of some distant
memory of sin from long ago, a memory that my
mother and her mothers carry in their bodies.
These memories are encrypted in our blood. The
taste of mango on my mother’s tongue, she asks
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for it in the grocery store. Mangga, muhngo,
mahngo, mango. She beats her tongue into saying
it right, saying it without an accent, without
the knowledge of Paradise. I am sitting on a
carpeted floor, watching a drone watching
Lourdes saying with her face, I have seen
Paradise, too.
Lourdes work and life at the
Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, her act of
witnessing has long been evident. As part of
a visible minority of Southeast Asians in the
city, the richness of her life is also marked
by solitude and a necessary watchfulness.
Yesterday articulates this sense of alienation
with shots of Lourdes and Rizal standing alone,
the former in her backyard and the latter
atop a hill, eyes fixed towards some place
we cannot see, or following Paraiso herself.
Lourdes’ home has accumulated the materials
of her labour, as a witness, a memory keeper, an
archivist, and a familiar face to her community
of immigrants. Her reciprocal study of Paraiso
and of us, as viewing subjects, feels like silent,
optical dialogues.
Paraiso’s study of Rizal’s statue—a
solitary figure in the pastoral landscape—
and the weaving together of his writing with
her own narrative reflects on the loneliness
of a text such as Noli Me Tangere, itself a
reflection of colonial subjectivity and the

colonial capital, Manila. Heavily informed by
his travels in Europe, particularly Berlin,
Rizal’s conceptualization of a national, Filipino
identity is marked by a double-consciousness—
el demonio de las comparaciones—of Berlin
possessed by Manila and Manila possessed
by Berlin. Yesterday’s doubled screens and
Paraiso’s doubled gaze of Rizal’s statue in
discordant angles gestures towards this
distinctly doubled and fractured structure of
the Filipino and diasporic subjectivity. Filipino
and diasporic subjecthood becomes split and
haunted by memories of another place.
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Paraiso’s doubled gaze speaks to her own
subjecthood, as an engineered product of war
and surveillance, and as a being that came from
the same rolling hills as Lourdes and Rizal.
Her visions of Berlin are spliced by visions of
the Philippines and its people. Being doubled
involves the lonely labour of always adapting,
always keeping up, always looking back.
Our bodies are archives of history, holding
the lives of Lourdes and Rizal, our flesh
unfurling under memory. Lourdes, archiving
text in the library, archiving her life in the
home, archiving our collective history as
scattered fragments. My mother, sitting on the
carpeted floor of our living room, surrounded

by the photographs that she has diligently kept,
her flesh unfurling under memory. Jose Rizal,
who studied optometry, did he know that an eye
could be a camera, that an eye could fly, that
memory and sight are cybernetic systems, that
eyes can obliterate the distinction between
human and machine? My father takes a photo of
me on vacation with a disposable and tells me
he will remember this moment forever. So much
weight to bear, bodies encrypted within history.
We enter a new space with sunburned
flesh and refuse to be erased. Cyborg Eve
has taught us how to weld new parts onto our
bodies, a full-body prosthetic augmented with
alien parts, a labouring machine sprouted from
an organic rib. Paraiso, Cyborg Eve, Lourdes
Lareza Müller, Jose Rizal—they have learned
how to resist. They were not born in the Garden
and do not know of a yesterday before the
fall. They were assembled from a utilitarian
dream, the offspring of violent colonialism
and capitalism, but as cyborgs and a nation of
bastards, they are unfaithful to their origins.
We migrate along the rivers of time, shaping
history and carrying its sediment with us like
memories. As cyborgs and a nation of bastards,
there is no death, only regeneration.
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